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dawn of china rise of qin. dawn of china rise of qin

This is a rather simple game. Build your resources up, add some buildings (suggest starting with either the governoru2019s
building or the tax collector), recruit some soldiers (make sure you have the income to do so), and start taking over the map. At
a certain point, you should have more money coming in than you can spend, and you can just steamroll the map. Do note: you
only have the one army. Which brings me to the fact that the units on the map (other than you) donu2019t seem to build up. Nor
do they move. Supposedly, this has something to do with the AI chosen. Still, it is relatively easy. As for getting all the
achievementsu2026 make sure to read their requirementsu2026 (And even thenu2026 the Korean one either misidentified one
of the targets, or simply forgot that you need to take out the Han, too.) Decent game.. For its price, it's quite a good game.
However there are a couple of issues that I would like to see fixed. The timer needs to be changed to turn based. I spent maybe
40 minutes waiting for my economy to grow before I could do anything. If you task switch out of the game, it forces a pause, so
during the first 40 minutes, I literally just walked away from my computer and did other things? And once i got my first unit,
the game snowballed. I literally started as Gojoseon and walked my army all around China, conquering empty provinces, which
made me extremely overpowered. I spent maybe the next 20 minutes just annihilating everyone else. Army health doesnt
restore, making you delete units and spend money and time recruiting new ones. I couldnt conquer provinces on the edge of the
map because the army screen was in the way, which also cannot be moved around the screen. I would like to see the introduction
of a diplomacy system perhaps including claims on land, marriages, declarations of war and peace, trade? The colors of nations
can be very similar, so maybe a thicker colored border to cleanly see the divide between countries. Perhaps add a religion option
with conversions and rebellions? The army mechanics confused me, why can I only move units from my garrison when my army
is in town? And why only 1 army? And the AI just sat there, even when i conquered it. But all in all, a great start, would
recommend, great music.. After spending one hour in figuring out this game, I manage to figure out the core mechanic.
Basically this game is a very easy version of any strategy game similar to paradox game with very simple mechanic. Once having
first unit, you are able to snowball hard. However, I love fluidcity of the game. All the game needs is improved ai, more
advanced game mechanics and better game engine optimization. CUrrent game version allow you to basically conquer all of
china with just 6 death stack of cheap division and qin cant even stop you. Anyway look forward to future updates.. After
spending one hour in figuring out this game, I manage to figure out the core mechanic. Basically this game is a very easy version
of any strategy game similar to paradox game with very simple mechanic. Once having first unit, you are able to snowball hard.
However, I love fluidcity of the game. All the game needs is improved ai, more advanced game mechanics and better game
engine optimization. CUrrent game version allow you to basically conquer all of china with just 6 death stack of cheap division
and qin cant even stop you. Anyway look forward to future updates.. Good game and with future updates, It could become a
better game. You shoud introduce a "save game" feature as soon as possible.. This still needs a lot of polish. Much of the
English is very poor. But there's a deal breaker in here for me, maybe not for everyone, but definitely for me. The thing about
grand strategy games is that there's a lot of waiting. This game forces a pause if you task-switch out of the game, meaning it's
forcing you to stare at the screen and wait while nothing happens for 5-10 minutes. I play a lot of grand strategies and this is just
not acceptable for me, sorry.

Patch 1.0.3 : Hello! Here's a new patch that brings more changes to the game: Improved mechanics of the army movements;
Improved attack formula; Optimized combat mechanics; Now you can hire troops and send your army off without constructing
buildings first; Fixed a bug with incorrect display of unit characteristics while hiring it; Fixed a bug with the display of troops in
the garrison; Fixed an exploit where you could double-click to transfer to the army those troops that aren't located in the same
province; Fixed bug when the game gets stuck paused; Fixed problems with changing screen resolution; Added automatic troops
grouping; Added the fog of war (by default it's disabled: you can enable it in the game settings); Optimized loading of the game
world. Now we're also working on this: Final tests for the implementation of Save functionality; Developing and testing of a full-
fledged AI (will be added in one of the future updates).. Patch 1.0.3 : Hello! Here's a new patch that brings more changes to the
game: Improved mechanics of the army movements; Improved attack formula; Optimized combat mechanics; Now you can hire
troops and send your army off without constructing buildings first; Fixed a bug with incorrect display of unit characteristics
while hiring it; Fixed a bug with the display of troops in the garrison; Fixed an exploit where you could double-click to transfer
to the army those troops that aren't located in the same province; Fixed bug when the game gets stuck paused; Fixed problems
with changing screen resolution; Added automatic troops grouping; Added the fog of war (by default it's disabled: you can
enable it in the game settings); Optimized loading of the game world. Now we're also working on this: Final tests for the
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implementation of Save functionality; Developing and testing of a full-fledged AI (will be added in one of the future updates)..
Language Settings : We've added an option to change the game's language in the settings screen. Now you can change the
language both from the Steam client and in the game menu. The game will use the language you selected the last time, no matter
where you did it.. Language Settings : We've added an option to change the game's language in the settings screen. Now you can
change the language both from the Steam client and in the game menu. The game will use the language you selected the last
time, no matter where you did it.. Patch 1.0.1 : - Fixed an issue where some users couldn't choose Chinese; - Fixed localizations
in different languages; - Fixed issues with some achievements; - Fixed an issue where it was impossible to get from Taiwan to
Luzon. Now you can easily retrace the migration route of ancient Austronesians! - Fixed an issue with duplicate resource types
in some provinces; - AI optimization: now opponents build and recruit troops more efficiently.. Celebrate The National Day of
the People's Republic of China with this game! : In this historical grand strategy, you can choose any of playable ancient
countries of East Asia and lead it to the total hegemony. Your goal is to conquer fertile plains, boundless steppes, impassable
mountains and create an empire that the world hasnt ever seen! If you'll find any bugs, please let us now, so we can do our best
to fix them as soon as possible.. Patch 1.0.2 : - A tutorial added; - Historical events added; - Historical facts added when the
game is loading; - The localization was improved (including more precise historical names of some provinces); - The interface
was improved.. Patch 1.0.1 : - Fixed an issue where some users couldn't choose Chinese; - Fixed localizations in different
languages; - Fixed issues with some achievements; - Fixed an issue where it was impossible to get from Taiwan to Luzon. Now
you can easily retrace the migration route of ancient Austronesians! - Fixed an issue with duplicate resource types in some
provinces; - AI optimization: now opponents build and recruit troops more efficiently.. Celebrate The National Day of the
People's Republic of China with this game! : In this historical grand strategy, you can choose any of playable ancient countries
of East Asia and lead it to the total hegemony. Your goal is to conquer fertile plains, boundless steppes, impassable mountains
and create an empire that the world hasnt ever seen! If you'll find any bugs, please let us now, so we can do our best to fix them
as soon as possible.
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